
Please Turn Off Ringer
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Most
slides

are 
here!

tommillermachelp.com
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You can do if from Safari on your iPad or iPhone!

http://tommillermachelp.com


M i s t a k e s :  
Content

Grammar
Spelling
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Write the slide #  and let me know what to repair!
Please!



Call me! Text me! Email me!
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Get Help From Bob!
Bob and I can help before or after but not during…!
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Bob, Barbara or I can

help before or after
class!

It will be difficult for those sitting around you…
if you need help during the presentation!

One person spoke to me
about all the confusion!



iPhone and iPad

 
Basics
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Cayla Doll / Collects Info via Bluetooth
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Scammers Use Fear!
They create a Sense of 

Emergency
Jury duty scam
The IRS Scam
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Your best defense:  
Don't answer calls from numbers you don’t recognize!

Be wary, skeptical and unbelieving.

325 calls can originate from Nigeria
978 (Boston) calls can be your neighbor.



Fraudulent Credit Card Charges!
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These are called Phishing Baits!

Is it safe to click on a link?
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Fraudulent Emails
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Email Intended To Scam Me!
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Is it safe to candy from strangers?



Flash Drive for iPhones
Three ways to get photos off an iPhone or iPad:

Move them to iCloud, move them to a computer, use dedicated flash drive!
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You Must Back Up Your iPhone / iPad!
http://www.zdnet.com/article/heres-why-you-must-back-up-your-iphone-and-ipad-before-upgrading-to-ios-10-3/
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iPhone / iPad Backup!
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Safari Favorites
The iPhone & iPad have a “Favorites” folder.

iCloud keeps Safari shortcuts synced!
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How Many “Notes” Accounts Do 
You Have?

Every email you have or use has a way to store “Notes”!
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Gmail has Notes!



Where Are Your Notes?
You can have notes on your iPhone!

You can put notes on different accounts that aren’t on you iPhone!
You can have notes in your iCloud Account!
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Any note you make on your
iPhone will reside in your

iCloud Account!

(If you choose iCloud as your 
default account!)



Notes “On My iPhone” Account!
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What Does Default 
Account Mean (iCloud)?

It means that your “Notes” are backed up to iCloud.com!
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http://iCloud.com


Arrange Notes By Title 
(Alphabetical) Order
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Why It Is Impt. To Sort Notes By 
Title!
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Using the Share button (To Notes) will easily 
let me find the exact note to insert data.



Saving Impt. Pics, Passwords, Info 
to Notes App.

Biggest lie:  I can remember that!
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Your Notes app is the place to keep data that are safe!

iPhone users must assume :
It is impossible to remember everything.

I may loose my iPhone.
I may damage my iPhone.

I may need to share my data.



Why Use Voice Memos 
Vs Speaking into 

Notes?
You may need to go into a meeting “Wired” and 

capture a conversation!
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When Nothing Seems To 
Work!

Do a Hard Reset!  On iPhone 7
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Do a Hard Reset!  On iPhone 6 and earlier

To reset the iPhone 7, you will hold down the Power 
button on the right side of the device and the Volume 
Down button on the left side at the same time, then 
wait for the familiar black screen and Apple logo.

To reset the iPhone 6S and earlier, you will hold 
down the Power button on the right side of the device 
and the Home Button at the same time, then wait for 
the familiar black screen and Apple logo.



What It That Black Spot Between 
the Camera Lens and the Flash?
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It’s a microphone!



Clean Your Camera Lens
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How are you cleaning your eye wear?



Cleaning iPhone
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Zeiss makes
the best glass
in the world!



The iPhone 7 Plus 
Has Two Camera Lenses!
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1X vs. 2X
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Optical Zoom on iPhone 7 Plus!
You can go to 10x

by tapping on 2x and using the circle!
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Three Ways to Remotely Use The 
Shutter!

Tapping the shutter button on the camera app will give a blurry picture!
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Volume Down Use the Timer Use the EarPods



Do Video in 4K 
With good light and good conditions, use 4K!
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No EarPods On My iPhone 7 or 7 
Plus!

You can’t plug your earphones into the iPhone 7 without  
an earbud adapter!
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What if I want to charge my
iPhone 7 or 7 Plus and listen 

at the same time?



iPhone & iPad = Getting 
Slower!

FaceBook, Pinterest & Instagram storage Cache & History.
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Remember: iPhone & iPad are computers and they
can slow down!



iPad Split Keyboard
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When Control Center and 
Notification Center Won’t Work!

Do not use Touch Accommodations Unless You Have Tremors!
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Favorites Are In Order Everywhere!
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Copy A Text Message
After copying, you can send, paste, etc.
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Rest 
finger on 
text and 
wait until 

menu 
appears!



Flag An Email
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Charging iPhone:
Is it better to charge using a charging block

or charge iPhone using a computer?
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Turn Off BlueTooth
It is a “big” battery drain.  
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